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•The three main relativistic effects in Solar system (advances 
of planet perihelia, light deflection and delay) 
•Observational data
• Numerical ephemerides of planets and the Moon─EPM2010
• Estimations of additional advances of planet perihelia
•Values of other relativistic parameters (β, γ, Ġ/G)



The first experimental fact contradicting 
Newtonian theory of gravity

The perihelion advance of Mercury discovered 1859 
by Urbain J.J. Leverrier (1811-1877)



How to explain the Mercury perihelion advance?
Many ideas were proposed to explain this anomaly:
Additional bodies:
- additional planet between Mercury and Sun (Vulcan)
- rings of dust or minor bodies of very special forms and masses

Various modifications of the Newtonian attraction law
- F=1/r2+ε

The oblateness of the Sun
All failed!

The problem of the discrepancy between 
theoretical predictions and observations
was explained in 1915 by Einstein's theory 
of General Relativity.



Parametrized post-Newtonian (PPN) 
formalism

proposed by K. Nordtvedt, C. Will (1970-es)

It covers a class of possible metric theories of gravity
in the weak-field slow-motion (post-Newtonian) approximation:

a) Many metric theories of gravity were investigated and a generic 
form the post-Newtonian metric tensor of a system of N bodies was
derived.

b) The metric tensor contains 10 numerical  parameters.
Two most important parameters are γ and β (γ = β = 1 in GRT )

c) All predictions of the theories can be expressed using these 
parameters



Second test of General Relativity: light deflection
Eddington's expedition measures the deflection during the total solar 
eclipse 29 May 1919: Sobral (Brazil), Principe (island close to Africa) 
Light deflection from the Sun: 1.75"
φ = 2 (1+γ) GM /c2d
Dyson F.W., Eddington A.S.,Davidson C.R.,
1920 Mem. R. Astron. Soc., 220, 291-333:

1.98″±0.12″, 1.61″±0.30″
Third test of General Relativity: Shapiro delay
Light needs a bit longer to go from the emitter to the receiver 

than the distance between them divided by c.
Discovered by Irwin Shapiro in 1964 
as a theoretical prediction of GR;
first measured by the Shapiro’s team at the end

of the 1960s with an accuracy of 10%.
t=│Xemiter-Xreceiver│/c+(1+γ)GM /c3 f(X, Xemiter,Xreceiver)



General Relativity predicts the 
perihelion advance

The Schwarzschild advance of a planetary perihelion in cy is
(Brumberg, 1972): 
Δπ = 3Rµn/(a(1-e2)).
For alternative theories of gravitation, the principal term in the 
advance of the perihelion is: 
1/3 (2 + 2γ ─ β) Δπ.
The total advance of the perihelia (δ) is a linear combination of the 
post-Newtonian parameters and the gravitational quadrupole 
moment of the 
Sun (J2 = 2•10-7):
δ = Δπ[1/3(2 + 2γ ─ β) ─ R 2J2(3sin2i -1)/(2Rµa(1-e2))],
where 1 term ≈ 42.98"/cy,  2 term ≈ - 0.025“/cy.
Finding out additional advances of planet perihelia requires using 
the high-precision ephemerides of planets and observation data.







Accuracy of astrometric observations
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All the modern ephemerides (DE ─ JPL, EPM ─ IAA 
RAS, French INPOP ─ IMCCE) are based upon 
relativistic equations of motion for astronomical bodies  and 
light rays, as well as relativistic time scales.

The numerical integration of the equations of celestial bodies 
motion (planets, the Sun, the Moon, asteroids,  Trans-Neptunian 
Objects) has been performed in the Parameterized  Post-Newtonian 
metric for General Relativity in the TDB time scale.

The dynamical models of  these ephemerides differ slightly by:

•the modeling of the perturbations from asteroids and TNO;
•the sets of observations to which ephemerides are adjusted;
•the sets of solution parameters.





EPM ephemerides are computed by numerical integration of the 
equations of motion of celestial bodies in the barycentric coordinate 
frame  of  J2000.0 by the Everhart method over the 400 years  interval
(1800 – 2200).
More than 635000 positional observations of different types of planets 
and spacecraft (1913-2010) have been used for estimating about 260 
parameters, including  the advances of planet perihelia. 
Construction of the ephemerides and parameter determination is an 
iterative process which  can be reduced to the following:
•Numerical integration of the equations of motion for the major planets, 
Moon, and Sun and variational equations for producing the partial 
derivatives. 
•Computing the model observations "C" from the produced  ephemerides 
for the time of each observation "O“. 
•Calculating the  residuals  (O-C) and the partial derivatives.
•Obtaining the values of the parameters being determined, and deriving
the residuals of the observations after the improvement by the least-
squares adjustment.





The rms residuals of ranging are for Viking 8.8 m, for Pathfinder 2.8 m, for MGS and
Odyssey 1.2 – 1.4 m, for Cassini (Saturn) 3.0 m, for VEX 3.6 м

VEX









Taking into account the monotony and smallness of     , it was 
shown (Jeans, 1924) that the invariant holds
μ(t)·a(t) = const,
where a is the orbital semimajor axis and μ(t)=G(M+m),

then = – .
The change of the geliocentic gravitation constant GM is 
determined for certain (the accuracy increases as the  square of 
the time interval of observations) as:

= (-5.04±4.14)•10-14 per year    (3σ)
being with the century changes of semi-major axes of planets  
determined simultaneously. The positive values for the planets
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn provided with the high-
accuracy observations confirm the  decrease of GM.
Perhaps, loss of the mass of the Sun M the produces change of 
GM due to the solar radiation and the solar wind compensated
partially by the matter dropping on the Sun.





Observations against General Relativity?
“Candidates”:
A) “Pioneer anomaly”: unexpected additional constant 

acceleration of two Pioneer spacecrafts directed towards the 
Sun  8.710-10 m/s2

Criticism: “dirty” models of the spacecrafts (heat radiation from 
RTG, etc.)

B) “Fly-by anomaly”: unexpected additional increase of the 
velocity of several spacecrafts of Earth fly-bys

Criticism: the used model is a simplification of a consistent 
relativistic one; instrumental noise.



Thank you for your attention !









EPM2010 have been oriented to ICRF with the accuracy better
than 1 mas by including into the total solution the 196 ICRF-base 
VLBI measurements of spacecraft (Magellan, Phobos, MGS, Odyssey,
Venus Express, and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, Cassini) 
1989 – 2010 near Venus, Mars, and Saturn.

Spasecraft VLBI residuals

The rotation angles for the orientation of EPM2010 onto ICRF

Interval Number of
observations

x
mas

y
mas

z
mas

1989-1994 20 4.5±0.8 -0.8±0.6 -0.6±0.4

1989-2003 62 1.9±0.1 -0.5±0.2 -1.5±0.1

1989-2007 118 -1.528±0.062 1.025±0.06 1.271±0.046

1989-2010 196 0.099±0.047 -0.052±0056 0.045±0.030





IAU WG on NSFA
Current Best Estimates 






